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MiNiFORST pick-up

The MINIFORST pick-up is particularly suitable for cultivations 
with very thick and bulky wood, like olive and citrus.
- it collects and mulches finely 100% of the prunings in one single pass
- long hammer lifetime;
  prunings are lifted from the ground and processed through a 
  screen; therefore no contact between the hammers and stones.

2 machines in 1:
1) forestry mulcher to mulch grass, brush and wood
    up to 12 cm [4,7”] in diameter, for conventional use
2) pick-up mulcher, with power feed to mulch  
    dense rows of prunings up to 25 cm [10”] in diameter

Manage large quantities of prunings easily
features  MINIFORST pick-up

mulches wood up to 25 cm [10”] Ø
working speed 0–5 km/h

rear central fixed ISO 3-point linkage cat. 2
for pushed machine only

front attachment OPT 101

gearbox with freewheel and through shaft 540 rpm 
OPT 018: 1000 rpm

pressure gauge and flow control S
pick-up kit for material feed with grid incl. rotor S
skids (for use without pick-up device) OPT 045
upper pick-up rotor OPT 223
hydraulic hood S
skids and support roller S
rubber gauge wheels OPT 035
front and rear protection chains
rotor with SMO flails S
forestry rotor with swinging hammers OPT 240
forestry rotor w. tungsten tipped swing. hammers OPT 193

S: standard - OPT: option

MINIFORST pick-up

working width 
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

standard
SMO flails

#

OPT 240/193
hammers

#
HP

min-max

175 [69] 207 [81] 115 [45] 130 [51] 1.170 [2,579] 18 29 80-120
200 [79] 232 [91] 115 [45] 130 [51] 1.295 [2,855] 21 33 80-120

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

lower pick-up kit for material 
feed with grid incl. rotor 
(standard)

skids for a use without pick-up device
(option)

upper pick-up rotor 
(option)

pressure gauge for 
easy control of the 
pick-up rotor


